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Dear all 
 
Cancer52 marks its tenth anniversary in 2017 and to this end, we have a couple of small
and hopefully not too time consuming asks of our members. 
 
Best wishes 
 
Jane Lyons 
Chief Executive 
Cancer52 
 

 
Ambition Survey 
  
As Cancer52 marks 10 years of championing rare and less common cancers, we are also
looking ahead to the next 10 years. 
  
To help us develop our ‘ambition’ for Cancer52, we would like to know what your ambition
is for our organisation. 
  
We would therefore be most grateful if you would  respond to a simple survey – just four
questions.  We'd like this back by Friday 26 May if at all possible please and if there's
something you just need to say that doesn't fit into a pre-prescribed box or even free text,
do please just email us. 
 

 
Website 
  
We are also redesigning and updating our website to mark the occasion and showcase the
work we do for rare and less common cancers.  
  
To ensure we have the most up-to-date information for all our members, please would you
email us a current high-resolution (web use) jpg image of your logo, together with the URL
to link through to your charity’s website. 
 

 
Stop press 
 
The MRC Clinical Trials Unit at UCL are doing a Twitter Q&A about designing trials for
smaller populations, which looks interesting!  There’s a news article here, which gives a lot
more info about the event and panellists.  
 
If anyone does join and has some new learnings to share as a result, please let us know. 
 
How to participate 
The panellists will be sat by a computer and ready to answer questions from 12.30pm to 1.15pm on
Tuesday 16 May (GMT).  
You can tweet within this 45 minute slot, or tweet your question before the session begins if you prefer.  If
you would like to participate but are not on Twitter, you can also email your questions in advance. 
To ask a question, just tweet using the hashtag #smallpopulations.  One of the panel will then reply to
you from the @MRCCTU account.  

 
 

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/CBM6P6F
mailto:info@cancer52.org.uk
mailto:info@cancer52.org.uk?subject=Website%20-%20logo%20and%20URL
http://www.ctu.mrc.ac.uk/news/2017/smaller_populations_twitter_qanda_11052017
mailto:mrcctu.twitter@ucl.ac.uk
https://twitter.com/MRCCTU


As there is more than one panel member for the Q&A, the person who is answering your question will put
their initials at the start of their tweet, so you know who is talking. 
As well as answering your questions, we're also very interested to hear what you think - so if you want to
contribute, tweet using the #smallpopulations hashtag. 
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